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Big Change at Best Buy: Working Through Hypergrowth to Sustained ExcellenceDavies-Black Publishing, 2003
Designed to redefine successful change management in corporate America, Big Change at Best Buy offers hard-won lessons and the tools every executive and manager needs—in every business and every industry—to turn management practices and culture focused on rapid growth into the type of disciplined, customer-centered operation...
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Solaris 8 Training Guide (310-011 and 310-012): System Administrator CertificationQue, 2001
This title offers the perfect self-study tool to allow you to  prepare confidently at your own pace, in your own time. Comprehensive and focused on teaching what you need to understand--not  just facts you need to know--this book is the most complete test  preparation tool available on the market. Structured according to the  exam objectives,...
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Refrigeration and Air ConditioningMcGraw-Hill, 1983
This text pretends the analytical statement of the refrigeration and acondiontioning air jumps straightforward. And today, more than ever, specially in these times in which the environmental concerns are subject of first degree in every corner of the world. 

How is it possible maintain the wished equilibrium between comfort and...
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Biological Low-Voltage Scanning Electron MicroscopySpringer, 2007
From the reviews:
"Topics ranging from the early development of the scanning electron microscope (SEM) to some of the latest low-voltage and cryo techniques are reviewed in detail. … this is a very useful volume for those wishing to learn, or refresh their memory, in the context of getting the best out of an SEM, and in particular...
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The Mac Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As more and more vulnerabilities are found in the Mac OS X (Leopard) operating system, security researchers are realizing the importance of developing proof-of-concept exploits for those vulnerabilities. This unique tome is the first book to uncover the flaws in the Mac OS X operating system—and how to deal with them. Written by two white hat...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Administration with Windows PowerShell (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Secure, reliable, and scalable, SQL Server 2008 delivers a dynamic, smart, and productive data platform for all your data-related needs and offers many new features that will change how you administer a database server. Among these new features is the ability to use Windows PowerShell 2.0 scripts to automate and manage various aspects of the...
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The Bento Book: Beauty and Simplicity in Digital OrganizationQue, 2008
Find everything fast...from iCal, Address Book, Apple Mail, even MobileMe and iPhone

 

     •    Use Bento’s stunning templates and themes

     •   ...
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CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification GuideCisco Press, 2010
CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification Guide is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCNP® TSHOOT exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Kevin Wallace shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and...
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Best Practice in Labour and Delivery (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
An understanding of when and how to intervene is the key to good obstetric care. This textbook is an encompassing reference covering all the essential information relating to childbirth; it offers clear practical guidance on all aspects of labour and delivery. Written by well-known leading experts, each chapter offers a modern authoritative...
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Enterprise Development with Flex: Best Practices for RIA Developers (Adobe Dev Lib)O'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you want to use Adobe Flex to build production-quality Rich Internet Applications for the enterprise, this groundbreaking book shows you exactly what's required. You'll learn efficient techniques and best practices, and compare several frameworks and tools available for RIA development -- well beyond anything you'll...
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Frommer's Las Vegas 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's Las Vegas features lavish full-color photos of the spectacle that awaits you. This is simply the most frank, funny, outrageous guide you can buy and it's much more up-to-date and indepth than its competition.


	Our author is completely on top of the...
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The Bartender's Best Friend: A Complete Guide to Cocktails, Martinis, and Mixed DrinksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	The ultimate companion for mixing drinks and tending bar


	Whether entertaining at home or working the bar at a popular club, a good bartender wants people to enjoy their drinks–and The Bartender’s Best Friend makes it easy! With A-to-Z coverage, this definitive guide presents an alphabetical listing of every drink...
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